
I’ll never fly …………..   again!	  
 	  
I was standing in the cue like everyone else trying to catch the “midnight” 
flight back to Brisbane from Darwin.	  
Then it came; the announcement we all dreaded! “Sorry but your flight 
has been delayed until 11am the next day!”	  
The airport was filled with all kinds of swearing, in various languages, 
followed with personal declarations; like I’ll never fly………again!	  
 	  
An inner vow, by definition; is a personal determination made as a 
reaction to a traumatic event. The reaction may, or may not, have ever 
been verbalized.	  
The nature of the inner vow is such that it takes the form of “I will 
never…” or “I will always…” or some other statement of our will.	  
For example; I’ll never forgive myself, I’ll never speak to ……… again! 
Parents can’t be trusted, I’ll never trust …….again.	  
 	  
While it’s understandable that the delayed flight, will interfere with plans. 
It’s hardly worth a never statement!	  
Vows are usually accompanied with bitterness, resentment and 
unforgiveness! They will direct/limit your choice from here on.	  
 	  
I have some friends that vowed (after seeing the arguments etc. of their 
own parents) never to get married.	  
After 12 years of living together, they decided to get married! Two years 
later they split. The “power” of the vow was still at work, even though 
they had lost sight of it!	  
 	  
To be free from the prison and the “power” of inner vows, you need to 
release the person or business into the freedom of your forgiveness,	  
then renounce (unannounce) the vow. You may need help to step 
through this process.	  
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